NANTUCKET

Cobblestone streets, lighthouses, cedar shake shingles
and gaslight lamp posts all add to the warmth and
historic charm of this tiny crescent shaped island
located just south of Cape Cod, Massachusetts.
Large classical homes nestled between charming seaside
cottages, picturesque landscapes, lush gardens and salt
marshes with cooling ocean breezes all combine to
create the perfect exclusive summer destination.
The Nantucket collection of fine wallpapers takes
inspiration from the stunning beauty and classic appeal
of this unique community.

™

DAMASK
Elegant, refined, stately…this damask wallcovering speaks volumes about
your good taste. The over scale pattern would be bold were it not for its
gentle coloration. The ground looks like a rich woven fabric while the overlay
is a delicate raised design. Its nearest relatives are Small Decorative Scroll
and Floral & Ornamental so go ahead and mix and match.

BAROQUE ALLOVER
When seeking a timeless wallcovering for your traditional home go for
Baroque Allover! The curling design of flowers and leaves, fleur-de-lis and
beads is appropriate in nearly any décor. The filigree pattern is
superimposed on a crackled background that suggests aged plaster.
Companion wallcoverings include Bouquet and Texture with Crackle.

JACOBEAN DAMASK
This fine wallcovering makes an impressive statement with its large deeply
dimensional pattern. The floral medallions are linked by scrolling, fanciful
leaves and blossoms. The genteel neutral colors are embellished by touches
of muted metal and coordinate beautifully with Jacobean Stripe and
Jacobean Trail. This divine pattern is appropriate in a vintage seaside estate
or in your family home.

JACKOBEAN STRIPE
Wide stripes of raised feathery foliage alternate with narrow ones in a
contrasting shade. The bold vertical pattern is presented in soft neutral colors.
This fine wallcovering is a modern classic with traditional roots and makes a
handsome companion to Jacobean Damask and Jacobean Trail.

JACKOBEAN TRAIL
Whimsical blossoms and feathery leaves combine to create a traditional
Jacobean wallcovering. Available in gently muted shades, this classic
design with an old world look is versatile enough for most any setting.
The raised pattern and neutral color combinations marry well with Jacobean
Damask and Jacobean stripe.

ORNAMENTAL TOILE
Perfect for your manor house by the sea or your town home in the city!
Generous of scale, this ornate wallcovering reminiscent of an unframed
damask is presented in soft antiqued colors on a crackled field resulting in
an elegant cosmopolitan look. Stunning solo, it coordinates beautifully with
Ornamental Toile Spot.

ORNAMENTAL TOILE SPOT
On a background of mottled and variegated color resembling crackled
antique plaster, a design of stylized fleur-de-lis makes its appearance.
In muted color combinations with barely there mineral sheen, this lovely
wallcovering speaks of refinement alone or in tandem with Ornamental Toile.

WOVEN DAMASK WITH STRIPE
There is a stately formality to this striking wallcovering with a fabric appearance.
Subtle striping, both wide and narrow, is overshot with an elegant damask
design in a contrasting shade. A barely there sheen reflects the light and
illuminates the vertical pattern. Its sister stripe, and a lovely correlate, is
Woven Stripe.

WOVEN STRIPE
Simply classic…and classically simple. Any time, any where this stripped
wallcovering adds a designer treatment to the room. The alternating wide
and narrow stripes in soft coordinating colors, nebulous clouded treatment,
and the vertical and horizontal faux threads all combine to create the look
of a fabric covered wall. Use it solo or with its more ornate companion,
Woven Damask with Stripe.

FLORAL TRAIL
Dream of a cottage by the sea with flowers nodding in the ocean breeze.
Bring to life a perennial garden with this delightful wallcovering. Enjoy a
profusion of pastel flowers on a woven look background all year long
inside your home. No green thumb needed. Its companions are Nautical
Stripe and Floral Bouquet.

NAUTICAL STRIPE
The crispness of vertical stripes is gentled by the use of neutral and
pastel coloration. Random width, from pencil thin to two inch wide, this
vertically patterned wallcovering mimics fabric and is at home in virtually
any room. It also plays well with Floral Bouquet for a very pretty mix.

FLORAL BOUQUET
An abundance of pastel blossoms brighten this cheery wallcovering.
Like an eternal summer, these nosegays of delicate flowers on a faux
woven field will never drop their pretty petals. Use it alone or pair it with
Floral Trail or Nautical Stripe for a designer look.

BOUQUET
Plucked from a seaside cottage garden, an armful of flowers makes a
beautiful bouquet. This vintage look wallcovering with a crackled semi-shiny
field and bunches of pastel blooms creates a charming look of yesteryear
and generations past. Pair with Baroque Allover or Texture with Crackle for
a coordinated look.

SMALL DECORATIVE SCROLL
Almost dainty, nearly delicate, this sinuous scrollwork pattern proves the
saying “Less is more”. The graceful curvature of the vines on a solid field
shot with muted metallic lines can adapt to most any décor. It partners quite
well with Floral & Ornamental.

FLORAL & ORNAMENTAL
Baroque in feeling, ornate in design, yet this floral wallcovering still maintains
a delicate, almost dainty persona. The large bouquets and connecting
scrollwork are beautifully executed in charming pastels. The open field is
shot through with soft metallic accents. This design will elicit approval from
all who see it!

